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WSOP TBIC are equal value credits ($1=1TBIC) which can be used to buy-in to WSOP 

tournaments. They are tracked and used through the player’s Caesar’s Rewards account in 

conjunction with our software affiliate Genesis Gaming (Bravo).  

TBIC allows players to take advantage of online purchasing without the use of a credit 

card! This means buying online (bravopokerlive.com) and printing tickets at a WSOP FasTrac 

Kiosk without ever waiting in line. Also TBIC can be very convenient for any player planning on 

playing many events. It can be cumbersome planning ahead across WSOP’s vast schedule to 

preregister, especially considering how tournaments overlap with play on multiple starting 

days. 

TBIC can be purchased from the WSOP main cage either in person or through funds 

transfer. TBIC can also be won in promotions hosted in participating Caesar’s properties poker 

rooms! 

--------------------------------------------- 

Is there any fees? Yes. There is a $3 Bravo fee attached to any purchase using TBIC. This includes TBIC 

use in person at the cage. Accounts at bravopokerlive.com are free to setup and any deposit/withdrawal 

are free (pending bank charges for certain fund transfer methods).  

Can I use TBIC everywhere in WSOP? Not quite. TBIC cannot be used for single table satellite or cash 

game play. Everything else can be purchased in person or online with TBIC. This includes bracelet 

events, daily deepstacks and all mega satellites. 

Can I give my TBICs to another player? No. TBICs are non-transferable. 

Can I cash out my TBIC at any time and with any method? TBIC accounts can be withdrawn at any time 

but withdrawal method is limited to the method used for purchase. For example, any remainder to a 

bank wire purchase would need to be returned via bank wire. Any funds remaining at the close of the 

WSOP are retained for use next year. 

Do TBIC replace safety deposit boxes? No. A safety deposit box has its own benefits and its drawbacks. 

Can I use my TBIC on the WSOP Circuit? Not yet but we hope to continue to expand use in the future. 

Visit www.WSOP.com/2021 for schedule of events and more information. 


